




























item detail 



#154AT001A      scarf

A padding scarf made of wellon padding, which creates volume similar to down hair with high insulation.

It has a pocket detail on both end of the scarf. It comes in 4 colors; black, navy, red and green. 



#154AT001C     coat

A windbreaking and waterproof coat made of wool material that has gone through 3-layer process.

The waterproof zipper and double mesh lining on the classical material makes it casual yet stylish.



#154AT001J     jumper

A reversible short jumper composed with padding on one side, and cotton sweat on the other. The 

padding material is compressed polyester, without increased volume but with increased insulation. 

This one item can create both casual and sportish style. It comes in 2 colors; glossy black and khaki, 

glossy black and matt black. 



#154AT001O     dress

A dress with three quarter sleeve made of doublecloth-feeling cotton jersey material. The Y-style

silhouette gives a clean and comfortable look. The color arrangement of the tape starting from the

pocket line to the back hemline gives a classy and formal atmosphere, which makes it good to wear

in various occasions. It comes in 2 colors; mélange grey and navy.



#154AT001P   pants

Jogger training pants made of cotton material. The attached reflective welding zipper pocket

provides both functionality by improving night vision through a scotch light effect (reflecting light) and

convenient storage. Also, the tape detail adds a feminine touch to the pants. The gusset pattern

improves the activity and the rib fabric used on hemline makes a slim design. It can be worn for

trendy and comfortable style or casual training suit style on occasions when going out lightly.



#154AT004T     top

A half sleeve round-neck sweatshirt made of thick plush cotton. With

modified raglan sleeves, it creates a Y-style silhouette making it a great item

to wear alone or layered. On the hemline, a 3M reflective print is added for

functionality which improves night visibility through scotch light effect

(reflecting light). The tape detail on the back gives a feminine charm. It

comes in 2 colors; mélange grey and navy.



#154AT001S     skirt

A skit made of neoprene bonded with thick polyester cotton. The tape detail

that starts from the pocket to the side line gives a unique edge. It comes in

2 colors; mélange grey and black.



#154AT001T     top

A slim line T-shirt made of Tencel wool spandex

material. There’s a sleeve cut-out design detail

which can be closed with a button. It’s a great item

to wear alone or layered. It comes in 2 colors;

mélange grey and navy.



#154AT002A     hoodie

A quilted hoodie with compressed cotton. It is easy to

coordinate with various items. The heating lining

makes it thermal. It comes in 2 colors; black and green.



#154AT002C     coat

An over-fit knit coat made of soft wool. The round-neck and side-slit

details give the coat an edge.



#154AT002J     jacket

A field type waterproof jacket quilted with compressed cotton.

By using heating lining, it is light and has excellent insulation.



#154AT002O     dress

A basic round-neck sweat-dress made of cotton. The slit detail on

the side enables comfortable activity and creates a great look when

matched with bottom. The tape detail on the side-slit line creates a

casual but exclusive look. Wappens embroidered with ATICLE

brand slogan, HERE, THERE AND EVERYWHERE is decorated on

chest, back of neck. Additional self-adhesive embroidery wappens

are provided to DIY on anywhere else.



#154AT002P     pants

Jogger training pants made of plush cotton material which provides

high insulation. The attached 3M reflective welding zipper pocket

provides both functionality by improving night visibility through a

scotch light effect (reflecting light) and convenient storage. It comes

in 2 colors; mélange grey and black.



#154AT005T     cape

A cape made of plush sweat cotton material. It comes with 2 color

wappens which the customers can DIY by themselves. It comes in 2

colors; mélange grey and black.



#154AT002S     skirt

A mid-length padding skirt with thin quilting. The knit material on

the hip side removes the discomfort during activity. Insulation is

increased by using heating lining.



#154AT004A     top

A unique bustier quilted with compressed cotton.

It comes in 2 colors; black and green.



#154AT002T     top

A basic round-neck sweatshirt made of cotton. It’s

recommended to people who prefer slim fit than oversize

fit. Wappens embroidered with ATICLE brand slogan,

HERE, THERE AND EVERYWHERE is decorated on

chest, back of neck. Additional self-adhesive embroidery

wappens are provided to DIY on anywhere else. It

comes in 2 colors; mélange grey and black.



#154AT003P     pants

Leggings made of flexible cotton spandex material which makes it

comfortable and excellent in bearing power. A functional 3M

reflective print on the hemline improves night visibility through scotch

light effect (reflecting light). On the other side, the print of ATICLE

brand slogan, HERE, THERE AND EVERYWHERE elongates the leg.

It comes in 2 colors; mélange grey and black.



#154AT003S     skirt

A short-length padding skirt. The layered design of each item is

the unique feature.



#154AT003T     top

A comfort fit round-neck sweatshirt made of cotton. The

shoulder-covering unique cutting line of the sleeve and the tape-

attached print design make it a great item for a sensational look.

It comes in 2 colors; mélange grey and black.



#154AT004S     skirt

A sweat-skirt that can have its length and silhouette adjusted. It

comes in 2 colors; mélange grey and navy.



#154AT006T     cape

A wool knit cape with woven string on the side line and hemline

for style edge.
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